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NEW QUESTION: 1
How many RFU modules can up to configure in an RFC cabinet?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2

In trace route results, what is the significance of an *
result?
A. The target host was successfully reached.
B. A listening port was identified.
C. A reply was returned in less than a second.
D. No reply was received for a particular hop.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
What should an administrator consider when setting up case
feed?
A. Case feed replaces the standard case detail page by default
B. Case feed requires the Service Cloud User feature license
C. The Use Case Feed permission is automatically active for all
profiles
D. Chatter Feed tracking must be enabled for the case object.
Answer: A
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